5601200 COATING NEW STRUCTURAL STEEL
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL/INDUSTRY REVIEW

Arthur Berger
Arthur.Berger@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (10-8-19, Internal)
No separate payment for what???

Response: Thank you for the comment. Language has been clarified.

******************************************************************************
Scott Arnold
(850) 414-4273
Scott.Arnold@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (10-8-19, Internal)
• SECTION 560 is expanded by the following new Article.
  • 560-13 Basis of Payment.
    → For I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps, price and payment will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section, including furnishing and applying all materials to complete the coating for the new structural steel.
    → For all other structural steel, no separate payment will be made.
    → Payment for I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps shall be made under.

Item No. - 560-1: Coating System for New Structural Steel — lump sum.

Response: Thank you for the comment. The word “Brent” was changed to “Bent.”

******************************************************************************
Dan Hurtado
(850) 414-5203
Dan.Hurtado@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (10-9-19, Internal)
"For I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps, the quantity to be paid for will be the lump sum quantity, completed and accepted”

• Quantity of what?
• You don’t need to capitalize girder, box, tub, superstructure, bent cap, etc.
• What about bascule components?
• Why are we applying a lump sum pay item to only the primary members and not the secondary members? If the idea is to capture painting costs, why not just apply a lump sum pay item to the
entire bridge? As written, this will be confusing to bidders. When they are getting quotes from fabricators, the fabricator is not going to give them a cost to paint the girders separate from everything else.

- The Title of the Spec is “Coating New Structural Steel” the revised language just says “New Structural Steel”

Response: Thank you for your comment.
1. The coating quantity of structural steel for these particular types of superstructures as well as any steel bent caps. Language has been clarified.
2. Clarified the language to be consistent with the Specification.
3. At this time, we are not including Bascules to require a Pay Item.
4. The intention is to include all structural steel within the superstructure and caps, including secondary members. Clarified the language.
5. The title was revised.

*****************************************************************************
Stefanie Maxwell
(850) 414 4140
Stefanie.Maxwell@dot.state.fl.us
Comments: (10-9-19, Internal)
Please correct spelling of the highlighted word to “Bent”. See below.

NEW STRUCTURAL STEEL
(REV 109-24-19)

ARTICLE 560-12 is deleted and the following substituted:

560-12 Method of Measurement Basis of Payment. For I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps, the quantity to be paid for will be the lump sum quantity, completed and accepted. No separate payment will be made for coating new structural steel. Include the cost in the cost of the structural steel.

SECTION 560 is expanded by the following new Article:

560-13 Basis of Payment.
____ For I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps, price and payment will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section, including furnishing and applying all materials to complete the coating for the new structural steel.
____ For all other structural steel, no separate payment will be made.
____ Payment for I-Girder and Box or Tub Girder Superstructures and Bent Caps shall be made under:
Response: Thank you for the comment. The word had been revised.